STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT
MEETING DETAILS
Club:
Racing Tauranga
Date:
Sunday, 2 January 2022
Weather:
Fine
Track:
Dead 5, upgraded to Dead 4 retrospective to Race 1, further upgraded to Good 3 retrospective to
Race 3
Rail:
True
Stewards:
M Williamson (Chair), J Oatham, B Jones, W Robinson
Vet:
L de Clifford BVSc
Typist:
K Verner
SUMMARY
Suspensions:
Fines:

Nil
Race

2
4
6

Warnings:
Protests:
Request for Ruling:
Horse Actions:

Nil
Nil
Nil
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6
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Follow Up:
Rider Changes:

Race
Race

7
2
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5
6

Late Scratchings:

Race

6
7

Medical Certificates:
Swabbing:

D Guy GOLDEN KIWI
Late declaration of rider [537(a)] $50 (minor infringement)
L German HONESTY
Presented runner with incorrect gear [Rule 616(4)] $50 (minor infringement)
C Burdan ON DEMAND
Excessive use of the whip [Rule 638(3)(g)(i)] $250

CAKEBYTHEOCEAN
Veterinary clearance required prior to racing next
TAOISEACH
Veterinary clearance required prior to racing next
WONDER HOW
Warning, barrier manners
AMALFI PRINCE
BLUSHING BEAUTY
M Cameron replaced D Johnson (injured)
ICONIC STAR
C Grylls replaced D Johnson
TOPKAPI
R Elliot replaced D Johnson
WELL I NEVER
A Goindasamy replaced D Johnson
ZOUPERB
M McNab replaced D Johnson
DECADENCE
At 2.42 pm due to track upgrade
INCUBO
At 3.18 pm due to track upgrade

Nil
FUTAIE, ROCHMIE RAY, ICONIC STAR, MOTUMAN, RISING STORM, ZOUPERB, PENNSYLVANIA

GENERAL
Rider D Johnson did not attend today’s meeting due to suffering injuries at yesterday’s Auckland Thoroughbred
Racing meeting.

SUPPLEMENTARY
Nothing to report

RACE COMMENTS
Race 1
RACING TAURANGA SUPPORTING WAIPUNA HOSPICE 1600
SHIVERS (J Riddell) - Slow to begin.
FIREBUG (T Thornton) - Slow to begin. Steadied when placed in restricted room passing the 50 metres to the inside of
NASSAK DIAMOND which shifted inwards.
ON FIFTH AVE (S Weatherley) - Slow to begin. Was not persevered with from near the 250 metres. When questioned
rider S Weatherley advised that the mare had never travelled well throughout and had been disappointing.
Underwent a post-race veterinary inspection which did not reveal any obvious abnormality.
NASSAK DIAMOND (K Asano) – Restrained in the early stages to obtain cover. Held up until near the 150 metres.
COLORADO BLUE (M Hashizume) - Restrained shortly after leaving the barrier to obtain cover. Apprentice rider M
Hashizume was reprimanded for weighing in 0.3 kgs under the weight in which he weighed out.
Race 2
STE INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICAL 1200
D Guy (GOLDEN KIWI) - Fined $50 for late declaration of rider under the minor infringement schedule.
DIOMEDES (J Kamaruddin) - Began awkwardly losing ground.
HIWA (A Lawson-Carroll) – Raced three wide without cover throughout. Awkwardly placed near heels near the 50
metres.
TUAHINE (M McNab) - Raced fiercely in the early and middle stages. Shifted out passing the 375 metres to obtain
clear running.
MONET (T Newman) – Raced in restricted room soon after leaving the barrier. Shifted out passing the 250 metres to
obtain clear running.
CAKEBYTHEOCEAN (C Grylls) - Awkwardly placed near heels making the final bend. Underwent a post-race veterinary
inspection which found the gelding to be short in its action. Connections were advised that a veterinary clearance
would be required prior to racing next.
ROCHMIE RAY (J Riddell) – Improved onto heels passing the 150 metres then shifting out obtaining clear running
approaching the 50 metres.
OUR SASSY CAT (S Weatherley) - Lay in making brief contact near the 150 metres.

Race 3
NEW WORLD TE PUKE 1200
ALTERNATE (M McNab) - Jumped away awkwardly making contact with ZOULANDER.
ZOULANDER (T Newman) - Contacted at the start.
DUNEAGLE (C Burdan) - Ran wide rounding the final turn.
Race 4
REAL CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 2100
L German (HONESTY) - Trainer L German was fined $50 under the minor infringement schedule after the mare was
presented with incorrect gear (blinkers instead of visor blinkers). HONESTY was permitted to race in blinkers as visor
blinkers could not be sourced in time for the race.
PRIMO STELLA (S Weatherley) – Crowded shortly after the start.
INSIGNIA (M McNab) - Crowded shortly after the start.
MOTUMAN (Y Kumagai) – Restrained in the early stages to obtain cover from a wide barrier.
TOPKAPI (R Elliot) - Slow to begin. Hampered when improving onto heels near the 250 metres.
RISING ROAD (B Grylls) – Raced three wide without cover throughout. Made the bend near the 1600 metres
awkwardly running wide.
SUPER SID (D Danis) - Made the bend awkwardly passing the 1700 metres and was hampered when shifting out
across heels with SUPER SID then over-racing for a distance.
HONESTY (A Goindasamy) – Briefly contacted 350 metres and unbalanced when ASPIRING shifted out to obtain clear
running.
ASPIRING (T Newman) – Held up rounding the final turn.
SAMINA BIBI (J Riddell) – Had some difficulty obtaining clear running in the early part of the final straight. When
questioned regarding performance rider J Riddell advised that the mare had raced further back than intended after
being awkwardly placed in the early stages of the race and had finished the race off fairly after being held up early in
the straight.
LATE TO THE PARTY (C Grylls) - Had some difficulty obtaining clear running early in the final straight. When
questioned regarding the performance rider C Grylls advised that the gelding could not obtain running early in the
final straight but had been travelling only fairly and in his opinion would be better suited by some easing of the
ground.
Race 5
DUNCAN DENTAL 2100
WILEWINK (M Cameron) - Slow to begin.
QUEEN SUGAR (S Weatherley) - Slow to begin.
KIWI MAN (S McKay) - Restrained in the early stages from a wide barrier.
NANTUCKET (R Elliot) - Held up rounding the final bend. Became awkwardly placed passing the 200 metres.

LADY PRISTINA (T Yanagida) – Held up until near the 350 metres.
Race 6
MOUNT MAUNGANUI NEW WORLD 1400
BRIAN LAMONT (N Parmar) - Raced three wide without cover throughout.
RUBYSHOWOFF (K Asano) - Held up rounding the bend.
TAOISEACH (C Grylls) - Underwent a post-race veterinary inspection which found the gelding to be short in its action.
Connections were advised that a veterinary clearance would be required prior to racing next.
C Burdan (ON DEMAND) - Admitted a charge in that she struck her mount ON DEMAND six times prior to the 100
metre mark with the Adjudicative Committee imposing a fine of $250.
Race 7
OASIS BAR AND GRILL GREERTON 1400
WONDER HOW (M McNab) - Slow to begin (6L). Connections were advised a warning would be placed on the
gelding’s barrier manners. Held up before improving onto heels passing the 350 metres before shifting outwards into
a marginal run making contact with WANDA LU near the 300 metres and again made contact passing the 200 metres.
PERIGEE (S McKay) - Began awkwardly. Commenced to race ungenerously from near the 1000 metres when being
restrained and continued to do so through the middle stages proving difficult.
CHASE ‘N’ GOLD (T Newman) – Began awkwardly.
WANDU LU (A Lawson-Carroll) – Raced three wide without cover throughout. Contacted becoming unbalanced
passing the 300 metres and 200 metres.
AMALFI PRINCE (O Bosson) - When questioned regarding the performance rider O Bosson advised the gelding would
prefer some easing of the ground. Underwent a post-race veterinary inspection which did not reveal any obvious
abnormality.

Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment

